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FEMINISM UNDER ATTACK
‘Bra-burning feminism has reached burn-out’ - Times, 2003
‘The Death of Feminism?’ - BBC News, 2004
‘Flower arranging will always trump feminism’ - Observer, 2005
‘How feminists tried to destroy the family’ - Daily Mail, 2007
‘Has feminism turned women into wage-slaves?’ – Telegraph, 2009
Scharff 2010 – interviewed 40 British & German women
- feminists as unfeminine, man-haters & lesbians

SO WHAT IS FEMINISM?
My definition:
Beliefs and actions that challenge women’s
subordination and promote their equality and value
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SURVEY
Gender
Over 50 groups / networks /
events / organisations

1%
1%

Conferences

7%

Local groups
National issue-specific campaigns
Female

Web-based groups

Male
Other
Prefer not to say

91%

Ethnicity

Age

0

60
53.8
50

White Irish
Other White

40

Mixed White and Black Caribbean
Mixed White and Black African

30

Mixed White and Asian

19.4

20

Other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background
Indian

10

10

9

8.5

5.9

Pakistani

3.4

Chinese
Other Asian background

0
Under 20

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

Over 60

Black African
Black Caribbean
Any other Black / African / Caribbean background
Arab
Any other ethnic group

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90
81

White English / Welsh Scottish / Northern Irish / British

2.9
7.6
0.2
0.1
1.1
2.9
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
1.2
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Sexuality

6%

3%

11%
Heterosexual
Bisexual
Lesbian/gay
20%

60%

Other
Prefer not to say

Has feminism influenced your religious and spiritual attitudes?

Number

No as has always been atheist/ agnostic/ non-religious

2

Feminism has had minimal influence

3

Yes: concern about women’s subordination in religion negatively affected
their views of religion
The consequence of this was:
Remained connected to their religion but struggled with it
Remained mostly outside religion but experimented with
liberal forms of religion
Remained outside religion as they were before
Rejected religion (NB all had experienced some Christian
influence in childhood)

13

Yes: feminism encouraged their spiritual, Pagan or Humanist beliefs

6

Yes: feminism replaced faith as a philosophy

2

No response

4

3
2
4
4

RELIGION & FEMINISM: INCOMPATIBLE?
1st wave feminism: strong link with Christianity
2nd wave feminism: secular
Socialist feminists blamed capitalism
- “Capitalists use religion to keep people
oppressed”
Radical feminists blamed patriarchy
- “God is a manifestation of patriarchy”
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FEMINIST SPIRITUALITY: SPIRITUAL PRACTICES
“One of my main ideas is about balance and how if you do
something good, that makes you a good person and good things
will happen to you and if you look out for someone else they’ll
look after you […] if you’ve got good driving-karma you’ll get a
space at the car park, if you’ve got bad driving-karma you don’t
get a space at the car park. So I often think... how can I go about
something the right way and I don’t know if I’d call that
meditating or not, because I still haven’t decided if this is a
religion or if this is what most people do! But I do try and taken
time out every day and think “am I doing it right?”, “am I a good
person?”, “have my actions today made the world a better
place?”, or, y’know, do I need to do some recycling?!” (Lynne, 24)

“My vicar’s very clear that it doesn’t matter a jot whether
you go to church or not, what matters is what you do,
but […] as an Anglican I don’t think it’s really in our
consciousness, about the real everydayness about it.
But it’s for me about everyday, the details of how we
treat every moment of every day and how we treat
each other, it’s just really, really important, so I like
that word “practice” because that’s all you do, you’re
practicing – practice practice practice [laughs]. I’m not
a Buddhist or a Christian, I’m practicing!” (Melanie,
54)

“I like the rituals of it, and I like the aesthetics which is
part of why I like Ash Wednesday and Palm Sunday,
cos you’ve got the symbols and the crosses and I like
that sort of thinking about the way that we develop
these traditions and how old they are and how they
must have come, you know…, it all developed slowly
and I really like sort of feeling part of that
history.” (Beth, 25)
Kaylin Haught poem “God says yes to me”

“I don’t like to say that spellwork and magic is like prayer but
there are similarities, whereas a Christian or Muslim would
pray to their God, my spell is more of a kind of interactive
version of that […] I talk to what I presume to be sort of a
deity in my head, not as a sort of kneel down, put my hands
together, but if I want something to happen I might do a
ritual that essentially is kind of asking for that to happen,
but I send emotion, my energy to get it to happen, but I also
would then add into it normal things […] The classic one is
hunting for a job or finding a partner, you do all the rituals
in the world but if you sit in your living room or your garden
and don’t actually do anything about it, it’s not going to turn
up on your doorstep.” (Sonia, 37)
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DISCUSS IN SMALL GROUPS

What sparked your interest in feminism?

0

20

40

60

80

100 120 140 160 180
157

positive educational experience

104

reading feminist books

Do many of the people you know consider themselves
feminists? Do you? Why or why not?

feminist friends / family / partner / colleagues
internet feminism
general aw areness of inequality
positive experiences of feminist popular culture

What do you think a Christian response to feminism
should look like?

experiencing feminist groups / activism
finding a name to describe beliefs in equality
positive experiences in other (non-feminist) political groups
w orking for w omen's / feminist organisations
being brought up by feminist parents / carers
negative experiences of popular culture
negative educational experiences
negative experiences of heterosexual relationships
negative experiences at w ork
negative experiences in your family
experiences of rape / sexual abuse
having children / care responsibilities
negative experiences of religion
identification as lesbian / bisexual
negative experiences in other (non-feminist) political groups

“Around the age of 14, I got sick of trying to fit into an
extremely narrow beauty and 'girl' ideal and chose to
go my own way. I started reading up on feminism and
became a much stronger person, I realised that I did
not have to fit into a stereotype of what a woman/girl
is/should be/isn't/shouldn't be and do.” (Female, 24)

63
62
55

other issues

43
40
33
27
24
24
23
22
21
20
17
17
12
12
9
8
7

“At the age of 15, after a walk home from school on my
own during which I was sexually/physically harassed
by several different groups of males varying between
the ages of 13-40+. I became a feminist that day in
the hope that one day women would be able to walk
on their own as freely and as confidently as men
can.” (Female, 19)
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Number of mentions of major themes

“I was always pro-equality but I was convinced over a
period of time after I started going out with my
rampagingly feminist girlfriend (who is now my wife).
This view has been reinforced by both my work and
having a daughter.” (Male, 31)
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Equality in work, home and education

236

Sexism & Stereotyping

389

The Body

176

Sex Industry

308

Popular Culture

172

Sex, Sexuality & Relationships

106

Feminism
Intersectionality

36
132

Global issues

88

Politics, Government and Law

42

Religion
Ethnicity
Other

700

593

Violence Against Women

14
191

ACTIVITIES AND ACTIVISM
ADD PICTURES OF EVERYDAY SEXISM AND THE LADS MAGS CAMPAIGNS –
NEWSPAPER HEADLINES ABOUT THEIR SUCCESS ********************
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THE SEVEN DEMANDS OF THE 1970S WOMEN'S
LIBERATION MOVEMENT
1) Equal pay now
2) Equal education and job opportunities
3) Free contraception and abortion on demand
4) Free 24-hour nurseries
5) Financial and legal independence
6) An end to all discrimination against lesbians and a woman’s right
to define her own sexuality
7) Freedom from intimidation by threat or use of violence or sexual
coercion, regardless of marital status; and an end to all laws,
assumptions and institutions which perpetuate male dominance
and men’s aggression towards women.

TODAY’S FEMINISTS WANT (KEY THEMES):
‘I think it was more of political battle in the 70s, and I
mean my timeline’s not great, but I think there were
less equality laws then, and I think people were
fighting for feminism on paper, and I think now it’s
mainly about changing people’s ideas and the way
people think. …So I think that’s what’s different now, I
think, in this country at least, laws are in place that
women are equal to men but now we’ve just got to get
people believing it.’ (23-year-old)

1) Liberated bodies
2) Sexual freedom and choice
3) An end to violence against women
4) Equality at work and home
5) Politics and religion transformed
6) Popular culture free from sexism
7) Feminism reclaimed
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FEMINISM: ALIVE AND WELL
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